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The recently announced cross-party agreement to end the use of unabated coal in the UK is a significant
development, and one full of symbolism. The first industrialised country has become the first major economy to
commit to weaning itself off coal. Party leaders must now decide on the appropriate timing for the phase out and
which policy instruments to use.
To limit global emissions to a level consistent with a 2C future the International Energy Agency (IEA) estimated
in 2013 that it will be necessary to close 290GW of subcritical coal generation worldwide by 2020. Subcritical is
the least efficient and most polluting form of coal-fired generation and accounted for a staggering 8.6 GtCO2 of
emissions globally in 2009. For context, in 2010 net atmospheric emissions were around 22 GtCO2 per annum.
In addition to the average subcritical power station generating 1.75 times as much carbon pollution as the average
advanced ultracritical (the most up-to-date form of coal-fired power station), they also use 1.67 times more water.
The UK's coal generation capacity in 2012 was 28GW and this was entirely subcritical, accounting for
approximately 18 per cent of the EU's total subcritical capacity. Permanently closing this capacity would
contribute 10 per cent to a 290GW by 2020 global closure target. Fortunately for policy makers, since 2012
approximately 9GW of this capacity has already closed, leaving the UK with nine subcritical power stations with
19GW of capacity. The rapid pace of recent closures shows how a 2020 coal closure programme is doable and
this would undoubtedly make a significant contribution to international climate change mitigation efforts.
Doing so would also generate important co-benefits. In addition to tackling the most significant source of carbon
pollution, premature closure would address the estimated 1,600 premature deaths caused annually by air
pollution from UK coal-fired power stations. These power stations also rely on thermal coal imported from
Russia - with around 44 per cent of our coal coming from that increasingly unreliable partner.
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Another reason why a 2020 coal closure plan is urgently needed, is that if advanced economies with old and
inefficient subcritical assets, like the UK, Germany, and the United States, do not act first to close these power
stations, we cannot expect China, India, South Africa, or Indonesia to follow suit in a timely fashion. The world's
climate future really does depend on what these countries do with their much newer subcritical power stations.
Delayed closure in these emerging countries, due to inaction in advanced economies, could be the thing that
scuppers global climate change mitigation efforts - regardless of whether we have a new international climate
agreement or not.
Given that the UK has not built a new coal-fired power station in over 40 years and existing plants long ago paid
off their construction costs, the price of accelerating an inevitable decommissioning process is likely to be very
low. However, it is perfectly correct to say that accelerating coal closure, without a commensurate programme to
build replacement capacity, interconnection, and improve energy efficiency, might endanger UK capacity
margins.
And so the key is to have such a build programme in place early in the next parliament, including new gas-fired
capacity in the short-term. While the removal of old coal capacity would have the consequence of improving the
attractiveness of the UK market for other generation and demand reduction options - spurring investment - a
scaled up programme of new investment may also be needed and this could be underpinned by the government's
electricity market reforms, including new contracts-for-difference and the capacity market. Bringing forward
investment in this way has clear environmental and social benefits, as well as the desirable consequence of
generating investment at exactly the moment required to solidify and extend the UK economic recovery.
Closing subcritical coal would clearly need to be done in the most cost-effective way possible. Carbon taxes,
emission performance standards, or tradable allowances are all mechanisms to internalise the externalities of coal
combustion and could induce premature closure within the 2020 timeframe proposed here.
The EU Emissions Trading Scheme is unreformable in the near term and structurally oversupplied - it is therefore
almost completely irrelevant for the timely closure of coal in the UK. The UK carbon tax regime lacks certainty
and there is unlikely to be the political appetite to raise this tax to the levels required to permanently retire UK
subcritical coal by 2020 - the impact on energy intensive industries and the windfall for existing low carbon
generators make this an unattractive option. Perhaps the most effective strategy, therefore, is to simply regulate
away subcritical through an appropriately tough emissions performance standard, introduced at the start of the
next parliament, with a four to five year grace period.
Retiring coal plants quickly can help the world deal with the multiple scourges of coal - the deaths caused from
air pollution and mining accidents, the local environmental impacts from both mining and combustion, and the
staggering amounts of carbon pollution that makes the major contribution to anthropogenic climate change. The
case for abandoning coal in a timely manner, starting with the oldest and least efficient power stations, is
overwhelming. The UK has among the worst such power stations and has an opportunity to deliver significant
environmental and economic outcomes domestically, as well as demonstrate global leadership, by phasing out
subcritical by the end of 2020.
Ben Caldecott is Director of the Stranded Assets Programme at the University of Oxford's Smith School of
Enterprise and the Environment. This is an abridged version of a chapter being published in a forthcoming (midMarch 2015) Aldersgate Group publication entitled, ‘An Economy that Works'.
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